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PRE-SHAPING SERIES FILTER FOR ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION ADAPTIVE

FILTER

Related Matters

[0001] This application claims the benefit of the earlier filing date of provisional

application no. 61/618,432, filed March 30, 2012.

Field

[0002] An embodiment of the invention is related to active noise cancellation processes

or circuits found in portable audio devices such as a smartphone. Other embodiments are also

described.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Mobile phones enable their users to conduct conversations in different acoustic

environments, some of which are relatively quiet, while others are quite noisy. To improve

intelligibility of the far-end user's speech to the near-end user who is in a hostile acoustic

environment, that is an environment in which the ambient acoustic noise or unwanted sound

surrounding the mobile phone (also referred to here as background sound or background noise)

is particularly high, such as on a busy street or near an airport or train station, an audio signal

processing technique known as active noise cancellation (ANC) can be implemented in the

mobile phone. A goal of ANC is to cancel or at least reduce the background sound that is heard

by the near end user, for example, through his ear, which is pressed against an earpiece of a

handset or is carrying an earphone, by producing an anti-noise signal that is designed to cancel

(acoustically) the background sound. Typically, the anti-noise signal is driven through an

earpiece speaker that is being used to produce the desired audio. The ANC circuitry uses a

microphone referred to as the "error microphone" that is placed inside a cavity that is formed

between the user's ear and the inside of an earpiece shell. The error microphone picks up the

background sound that has leaked into the cavity, in addition to the desired sound being emitted

from the earpiece speaker. In addition, a reference microphone is typically placed on an exterior

of the earpiece shell, in order to directly detect the background sound. An adaptive digital filter

W is then used to estimate the unknown acoustic response between the reference microphone and

the error microphone, so that the output of the adaptive filter W generates an anti-noise signal

that is intended to cancel the background sound being heard by the user (and as picked up by the

error microphone). An adaptive digital filter controller uses as input the signal from the

reference microphone, as well as a representation of the acoustically combined anti-noise and

background sound picked up by the error microphone, in order to adapt the filter W over time



(e.g., during a phone call or other audio playback session) so that the "error" between the anti-

noise and the background sound, as picked up by the error microphone, is reduced as much as

possible.

[0004] Audio signal processing integrated circuits that can be used to implement the

adaptive filter W and the adaptive filter controller have been developed. In such systems, the

adaptive filter W has been implemented as a finite impulse response (FIR) digital filter having

128 taps, and an effective sampling rate of about 48kHz (for sampling the output of the reference

microphone).

SUMMARY

[0005] The inventors here have determined that the results of an ANC process, in terms

of improved quality of noise reduction perceived by a user of a portable audio device in which

the ANC process is running, may be improved by properly configuring a pre-shaping filter (also

referred to as a biasing or tweak filter, T) that is placed in series with and in front of the

reference microphone input of the adaptive filter W. The pre-shaping filter T may be particularly

effective in situations where the adaptive filter W does not have sufficient frequency precision to

produce the needed anti-noise signal for reducing noise in an audio frequency band below about

375Hz. The lack of precision of the constrained adaptive filter W below 400Hz coupled with a

roll off in the response of an earpiece speaker below 250Hz, presents a problem for the

effectiveness of the ANC process in low frequency bands. Accordingly, there is a need for an

ANC system that has sufficient low frequency resolution so as to produce a reasonably effective

anti-noise signal below 400Hz, while being able to meet other constraints including limited FIR

filter size for the adaptive filter W.

[0006] In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, ANC circuitry is enhanced

by the addition of a non-adaptive digital pre-shaping filter T whose input is coupled to the

sampled output of the reference microphone, and where the filter T is in series with and in front

of the adaptive digital filter W. The filter W is to be adjusted by an adaptive filter controller

based on input from a desired audio signal, the reference microphone, and the error microphone,

while it generates an anti-noise signal that is input to the earpiece speaker in order to control the

background sound that is heard by a user of the portable audio device. The filter T is configured

to be minimum phase and to present at least two dB more gain over a low audio frequency band

than over a high audio frequency band. In one embodiment, the extra gain is constrained to

between 2dB-15dB, and more particularly between 2dB-10dB.

[0007] In one embodiment, the filter T presents more gain over the low frequency audio

band being about 10Hz-100Hz, than over the high frequency audio band being about 300Hz-



5kHz. In another embodiment, the constrained gain increase of 2dB-15dB or 2dB-10dB is in a

low frequency band from about 10 Hz to 250Hz, relative to a high frequency band from about

1kHz to 4kHz.

[0008] In addition, the phase response of the filter T over the 10Hz-5kHz band exhibits a

phase change of less than 90°, and also, in one embodiment, less than 45°. The filter T may be

implemented as, for example, a second order, minimum phase filter, e.g. using a conventional bi-

quad digital filter structure. Alternatively, where there may be certain restrictions on the filter

coefficients for configuring the bi-quad, the filter T may be implemented as a series or cascade

connection of at least two first order filters whose coefficients have absolute values that are less

than one, and both being minimum phase, where one of which is a low frequency shelving filter

and the other is a high frequency shelving filter.

[0009] Simulation results show that the pre-shaping filter T extends the effective audio

bandwidth of the ANC process at the low end, without worsening the characteristics at the high

end. The filter T may be viewed as "biasing" the ANC process, so that, in a magnitude sense, it

has a component that counteracts the roll off of the speaker, by for example exhibiting a gain

boost or positive gain in the low audio frequency band, e.g. 10Hz-100Hz. At the same time, the

filter T introduces as little phase change (delay) as possible in the signal processing path from

the reference microphone to the speaker and then on to the user's ear (or the error microphone).

This path is close to being non-causal due to the short physical distance between the reference

microphone and the user' s ear, and hence may not tolerate a long delay in producing the anti-

noise.

[0010] The above summary does not include an exhaustive list of all aspects of the

present invention. It is contemplated that the invention includes all systems and methods that

can be practiced from all suitable combinations of the various aspects summarized above, as well

as those disclosed in the Detailed Description below and particularly pointed out in the claims

filed with the application. Such combinations have particular advantages not specifically recited

in the above summary.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The embodiments of the invention are illustrated by way of example and not by

way of limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings in which like references indicate

similar elements. It should be noted that references to "an" or "one" embodiment of the

invention in this disclosure are not necessarily to the same embodiment, and they mean at least

one.



[0012] Fig. 1 depicts a mobile communications device in use by a user in a hostile

acoustic environment.

[0013] Fig. 2 is a block diagram of part of a portable audio device, including components

that are relevant to an active noise cancellation process.

[0014] Fig. 3 is a plot of magnitude response for an example non-adaptive filter T, and

magnitude responses of its constituent components.

[0015] Fig. 4 is a plot of the phase response of the filter T, in the example of Fig. 3 .

[0016] Fig. 5 is a pole zero plot of a first order filter that may be a constituent component

of the filter T.

[0017] Fig. 6 is a pole zero plot of another first order filter that may be a constituent

component of the filter T.

[0018] Fig. 7 shows the magnitude response of an example filter T, and its effect when

combined with the estimated magnitude response F involving the response of the speaker.

[0019] Fig. 8 shows the phase response of the example filter T in Fig. 7 .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] Several embodiments of the invention with reference to the appended drawings

are now explained. While numerous details are set forth, it is understood that some

embodiments of the invention may be practiced without these details. In other instances, well-

known circuits, structures, and techniques have not been shown in detail so as not to obscure the

understanding of this description.

[0021] Fig. 1 depicts a portable audio device 2, here a mobile communications device, in

use by a near-end user in a hostile acoustic environment. The near-end user is holding the

portable audio device 2, and in particular an earpiece speaker 6, against his ear, while conducting

a conversation with a far-end user. The conversation occurs generally in what is referred to as a

call, between the near-end user' s device 2 and the far end user' s device 4 (being in this example

a wireless headset). The call or communications connection or channel in this case, includes a

wireless segment in which a base station 5 communicates using, for instance, a cellular telephone

protocol, with the near end user's device 2 . In general, the ANC circuitry and processes

described here are applicable to other types of portable devices such as handheld, battery-

powered audio devices, and wired and wireless headsets. These audio devices may be used for

two-way live or real-time communication over various known types of networks 3, including

wireless cellular and wireless local area network, and those in conjunction with plain old

telephone system (POTS), public switch telephone network (PSTN), and perhaps one or more

segments over high speed Internet connections (e.g., using voice over Internet protocol). As a



further alternative, the ANC circuitry described here may be useful during a one-way audio

session where, for instance, the near-end user is listening to music or watching a movie being

played back by the audio device 2 .

[0022] During a call or music playback, the near-end user may hear some of the

background sound that surrounds him, where such noise may leak into the cavity that has been

created between the user's ear and the shell or housing behind which the earpiece speaker or

earphone 6 is located. In this monaural arrangement, the near-end user may be able to hear the

speech of the far-end user in his left ear, as shown in the drawing, but in addition may also hear

some of the background sound that has leaked into the cavity next to his left ear. The near-end

user's right ear in this case is completely exposed to the background sound.

[0023] As explained above, an ANC process operating within the audio device 2 may

reduce the unwanted sound that reaches the user's left ear and that would otherwise corrupt the

primary audio content (e.g., the speech of the far-end user during a call). The performance of the

ANC process, in terms of its ability to suppress the unwanted noise that can be heard by the user,

should be adequate in both a low audio frequency band, as well as in a high audio frequency

band. In some instances, ANC induces audible artifacts that can be heard by the user,

particularly in the higher audio frequency band. Also, the performance of ANC may not be

sufficient in a low frequency band, as explained above in the Summary Section, due to perhaps

insufficient precision by the adaptive filter W. The difficulty in tuning the ANC process in the

context of a portable audio device 2 is that the physical distance between a reference microphone

9 and the error microphone 8 is relatively short, such that there is very little time for the digital

signal processing imparted by the filter W to produce the needed correction (anti-noise) that will

be able to destructively interfere with the leaked background noise just outside the user's ear.

[0024] Turning now to Fig. 2, a block diagram of part of the portable device 2 is shown,

including constituent components that are relevant to an improved ANC process that is running

in the device. As introduced above, the portable device 2 includes a speaker 6 and positioned

close to the speaker 6 is the error microphone 8. The error microphone 8 picks up the sound just

outside the user's ear, which sound includes contributions from an audio signal s(k), the anti-

noise signal an(k), and the background acoustic noise n(k). The symbols represent time

sequences of discrete values, as the signal processing operations performed on any audio signals

by the blocks depicted in Fig. 2 are in the discrete time domain. More generally, it is possible to

implement some of these functional unit blocks in analog form (continuous time domain). In

addition, some of the digital signal processing may involve transforming or coding of a discrete

time sequence into frequency domain or other sub-band coding representation.



[0025] The combination of the speaker 6 and the error microphone 8 along with the

acoustic cavity formed against the user's ear is referred to here as the plant F. The frequency

response of this unknown system, including magnitude and phase responses, may be estimated

by an off-line process (not shown) or by an on-line process, and is labeled transfer function F'. A

digital filter that models the system or plant F is described as having such frequency response F'.

An instance of this appears as filter 17 which provides an estimate of the primary or desired

audio signal s'(k) as it would be picked up by the error microphone. Note that in certain

embodiments, such as a smartphone or a satellite-based mobile phone, the plant F varies

substantially depending on how and whether or not the user is holding the portable audio device,

in particular the earpiece region, against his ear. Accordingly, a fixed model for the transfer

function F' may not work in the ANC process, such that the transfer function F' may need to be

updated continuously during operation of the ANC process. Conventional techniques may be

used to perform such updating of F', including adaptive filter techniques.

[0026] The process depicted in Fig. 2 also uses a reference microphone 9 that may also

be integrated in a housing of the audio device 2 . It should be located and oriented so as to

pickup primarily the background acoustic noise and not so much the speech of the near-end user

(talker) or any sounds that may be emitted from the speaker 6 . As shown in Fig. 1, in the case of

a smartphone, the reference microphone 9 may be located on the back face of the smartphone

housing oriented outwards; as an alternative, it may be located on a side of the housing. The

reference microphone 9 may be different than the talker microphone 9, depicted in Fig. 1 as

being located towards the bottom of the handset housing.

[0027] The ANC circuitry depicted in Fig. 2 also includes the filter W (filter 16), which

is labeled in this example as being an FIR filter, e.g. one having between 1 and fs/fO taps, where

fs is the sampling frequency and f O is the lowest frequency of interest for effective ANC control.

Its output produces the anti-noise signal an(k), based on its input being coupled to the reference

microphone 9, through a series connected pre-shaping filter T (filter 29). While the filter W is

adaptive, in that its coefficients can be repeatedly and continuously updated during a call by an

adaptive filter controller 19, this is not needed for the filter T, which may be non-adaptive. The

adaptive filter controller 19 may be in accordance with conventional techniques, executing for

example a least (smallest) mean squared error estimate (LMS) algorithm, to find the coefficients

of filter W that minimize an error in the destructive acoustic interference produced at the user' s

ear. Input to such an algorithm may include the output signal of the reference microphone 9 after

having passed through the pre-shaping filter T (filter 29) and an instance of the transfer function

F' (filter 20), and an estimate of the error given by the difference between the output of the error

microphone 8 and an estimate of the audio signal (through filter 17). The adaptive filter



controller 19 thus attempts to find the needed coefficients of the filter W that result in the

smallest error, for example the sum an'(k)+ n'(k).

[0028] To help extend the low audio frequency band performance of a feedforward ANC

process, such as the one depicted in Fig. 2, and particularly where the filter W has constraints in

the number of taps of its FIR structure, a pre-shaping filter T is added in series (receiving the

output of the reference microphone 9) and providing its output to the input of the filter W. The

adaptive filter controller 19 may also use the output of the pre-shaping filter T as shown, where

the pre-shaped signal then passes through an instance of the transfer function F' (filter 20).

[0029] One embodiment of the filter T may include a low shelf, or low frequency shelf,

referred to as filter 1, that provides positive gain in a low frequency band. The frequency

response of one such filter, as an example, is depicted in the amplitude/magnitude response of

Fig. 3, and in the phase response of Fig. 4 . For instance, in Fig. 3, filter 1 has a gain in the low

frequency band of about 4-5 dB but the gain drops to less than -5 dB above 300Hz. The filter 1

may be a first order low shelf with positive gain (in the low frequency band). A pole-zero plot of

filter 1 is depicted in Fig. 5 . The filter 1 has a first order gradient as shown and may be

implemented by a one- sample delay digital filter structure. For instance, a bi-quad may be

configured into such a first order structure by appropriately setting the second order coefficients

to zero. The first order coefficients should be selected so that the filter also exhibits minimum

phase. In this case, referring now to the pole zero plot in Fig. 5, the poles of the filter 1 are

purely real. In addition, the coefficients of the filter 1 may be restricted to lie between + 1 and -1,

thereby making good use of existing digital filter blocks.

[0030] The filter T may also include a second stage, filter 2, which is in series with filter

1. This may be a high shelf, or high frequency shelf, that provides more gain in a high frequency

band that in a low frequency band. This is depicted in the magnitude response of Fig. 3, where

the gain of filter 2 drops by 5 dB from 3kHz to 200Hz. A pole-zero plot for filter 2 is shown in

Fig. 6 where it can be seen that the poles are also purely real in this case.

[0031] As to the phase responses depicted in Fig. 4, these also have first order gradients

of less than 90°, and in particular less than 45°, for the entire audio band from 10Hz to over

5kHz. The two filters 1, 2 are therefore considered to be fairly short delay or minimum phase

filters. Considering a time domain characterization of the filter T, in one embodiment, one or

both of the filters 1, 2 may each have a Q of about .7, and preferably less than 0.5, resulting in an

over damped response which helps reduce the delay of the filter T. This is desirable since the

path between the reference microphone 9 and the error microphone 8 (Fig. 2) is close to being

non-causal and thus would not tolerate excess latency in generating the anti-noise signal

sequence.



[0032] Fig. 7 shows the magnitude response of an example filter T, the estimated

magnitude of the response F of the speaker 6, and their combination being a desired resulting

response (for the ANC path between the ref mic 9 and the speaker 6, in the ANC system

described above). The associated phase responses are given in Fig. 8 . The F magnitude

response may be a low frequency roll on or ramp, as shown in Fig. 7 . An adaptive FIR filter,

especially one with only 128 taps at a sampling frequency of 48 kHz, is not capable of modeling

this kind of magnitude slope. Such an FIR filter by itself may not be able to produce the needed

transfer function F 1, i.e. the inverse of the frequency response F. However, the addition of filter

T in front of the limited size adaptive FIR filter, may help the adaptive filter W produce the

inverse of the needed transfer function T.F. Fig. 7 shows with T.F the rate of change of

magnitude and phase is reduced at low frequency, compared with F alone, which reduces the

load on the adaptive filter W.

[0033] The arrangement depicted in Fig. 2 may be implemented within an audio

coder/decoder integrated circuit die, also referred to as a codec chip, that may perform several

other audio related functions, such as analog-to-digital conversion, sampling, digital-to-analog

conversion and pre-amplification of the microphone signals. In other embodiments, the

arrangement of Fig. 2 may be implemented in a digital signal processing codec, which may

include functions such as downlink and uplink speech enhancement processing (suitable for

mobile two-way wireless communications) that may include mixing, acoustic echo cancellation,

noise suppression, speech channel automatic gain control, companding, expansion, and

equalization.

[0034] As explained above, an embodiment of the invention may be a machine-readable

medium (such as microelectronic memory) having stored thereon instructions, which program

one or more data processing components (generically referred to here as a "processor") to

perform the digital audio processing operations described above including filtering, mixing,

adding, inversion, comparisons, and decision making. In other embodiments, some of these

operations might be performed by specific hardware components that contain hardwired logic

{e.g., dedicated digital filter blocks). Those operations might alternatively be performed by any

combination of programmed data processing components and fixed hardwired circuit

components.

[0035] While certain embodiments have been described and shown in the accompanying

drawings, it is to be understood that such embodiments are merely illustrative of and not

restrictive on the broad invention, and that the invention is not limited to the specific

constructions and arrangements shown and described, since various other modifications may

occur to those of ordinary skill in the art. For example, while the error microphone 8 may be



located on the side or on the rear face of a smartphone housing, it could alternatively, be located

within the housing of a wired or wireless headset which is connected to a local source of the

audio signal such as a smartphone, a desktop computer, or a home entertainment system. The

description is thus to be regarded as illustrative instead of limiting.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A portable personal listening audio device comprising:

an earpiece speaker having an input to receive an audio signal;

a reference microphone to pick up background acoustic noise outside of the device;

an error microphone to pick up sound emitted from the earpiece speaker; and

active noise cancellation (ANC) circuitry having a pre-shaping digital filter whose input

is coupled to the reference microphone and whose output is in series with, and in front of, an

adaptive digital filter, the adaptive digital filter is to be adjusted by an adaptive filter controller

based on input from a) the audio signal, b) the reference microphone and c) the error

microphone, to provide an anti-noise signal to an input of the earpiece speaker to control the

background acoustic noise that is heard by a user of the device,

and wherein the pre-shaping digital filter is configured to be minimum phase and to

present between at least 2 dB but no more than 15 dB more gain over a low audio frequency

band than over a high audio frequency band.

2 . The portable audio device of claim 1 further comprising a mobile phone handset housing

in which the earpiece speaker is installed as a receiver, together with the reference microphone

and the error microphone.

3 . The portable audio device of claim 1 further comprising an earphone housing in which

the earpiece speaker is integrated together with the error microphone and the reference

microphone.

4 . The portable audio device of claim 1 wherein the pre-shaping digital filter is to present

more gain over the low frequency band being about 10Hz-100Hz than over the high frequency

band being about 300Hz-5kHz.

5 . The portable audio device of claim 4 wherein the phase response of the pre-shaping filter

T over the 10Hz-5kHz band exhibits a phase change of less than ninety degrees.

6 . The portable audio device of 4 wherein the phase response of the pre-shaping filter

exhibits a phase change of less than 45 degrees over the 10Hz-5kHz band.



7 . The portable audio device of claim 1 wherein the pre- shaping digital filter comprises a

first 1st order filter in series with a second 1st order filter each of which is configured to be a

minimum phase shelving filter.

8. The portable audio device of claim 1 wherein the pre- shaping digital filter comprises a

first 1st order filter in series with a second 1st order filter, and wherein the first 1st order filter

exhibits at least 2 dB more gain over a low frequency audio band than over a high frequency

audio band, and the second 1st order filter exhibits more gain over the high frequency band than

over the low frequency band.

9 . The portable audio device of claim 1 wherein the pre- shaping digital filter is a low pass

filter having a Q of less than 0.5.

10. The portable audio device of claim 8 wherein the low frequency band is about 10Hz-

100Hz, and the high frequency band is about 300Hz-5kHz.

11. The portable audio device of claim 1 wherein the adaptive digital filter is an adaptable

FIR filter having between 1 and fs/fO taps, where fs is the sampling frequency of an input signal

to the adaptive digital filter and f O is the lowest frequency of interest for ANC control.

12. The portable audio device of claim 1 wherein the pre-shaping filter is an IIR filter.

13. The portable audio device of claim 1 wherein the pre-shaping filter comprises first and

second series connected programmable bi-quads that have been configured into said first and

second 1st order filters.

14. A method for active noise cancellation (ANC) in a portable personal listening audio

device having an earpiece speaker, comprising:

pre-shaping a digital reference signal in accordance with a transfer function that is

minimum phase and that presents a gain of at least 2 dB but no more than 15 dB over a low

audio frequency band relative to a high audio frequency band;

producing an anti-noise signal using a primary path modeling adaptive filter of an ANC

system, responsive to the pre-shaped digital reference signal; and

adapting the primary path modeling adaptive filter responsive to a filtered version of the

pre-shaped digital reference signal, wherein the filtered version is produced by a secondary path

modeling adaptive filter of the ANC system.



15. The method of claim 14 wherein the transfer function presents more gain over the low

frequency band being about 10Hz-100Hz than over the high frequency band being about 300Hz-

5kHz.

16. The method of claim 14 wherein the transfer function has a phase response over the

10Hz-5kHz band that exhibits a phase change of less than ninety degrees.

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the phase response exhibits a phase change of less than

45 degrees over the 10Hz-5kHz band.

18. The method of claim 14 wherein the low frequency band is about 10Hz-100Hz, and the

high frequency band is about 300Hz-5kHz.

19. A portable personal listening audio device comprising:

means for producing anti-noise sound in accordance with an anti-noise signal;

means for picking up background acoustic noise as a digital reference signal;

means for pre-shaping the digital reference signal; and

digital adaptive filter means for producing the anti-noise signal using the pre-shaped

digital reference signal,

wherein the pre-shaping means compensates for a) reduced gain of the anti-noise sound

producing means in a low audio frequency band relative to a high audio frequency band,

and b) inaccuracy of the digital adaptive filter means in the low frequency band relative

to the high frequency band.

20. The audio device of claim 19 wherein the pre-shaping means has a transfer function that

presents more gain over the low frequency band being about 10Hz-100Hz than over the high

frequency band being about 300Hz-5kHz.

21. The audio device of claim 20 wherein the transfer function has a phase response over the

10Hz-5kHz band that exhibits a phase change of less than ninety degrees.

22. The audio device of claim 19 wherein the low frequency band is about 10Hz-100Hz, and

the high frequency band is about 300Hz-5kHz.

23. The audio device of claim 19 wherein the pre-shaping means is a low-shelf filter that

provides increased gain of at least 2 dB but no more than 10 dB in the low frequency band

relative to the high frequency band.
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